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ABSTRACT 

Levy, Justin , Analog vs digital: Testing the comparability and compatibility of diceCT 
and gross dissection, with special emphasis on muscle tissue. Master of Science 
(Biology), August, 2018, Sam Houston State University, Huntsville, Texas. 
 

Diffusible iodine-based contrast-enhanced computed tomography (diceCT) is a 

new tool in the study of anatomy. With diceCT, researchers can visualize in situ soft 

tissue, in three dimensional space. The relationship of these results to traditional gross 

dissection is unknown. Despite this, it has begun to be used for quantitative comparisons. 

This approach requires more research to determine the comparability of diceCT and gross 

dissection. To study the relationship of these two methods, the head of a common 

marmoset, Callithrix jacchus, was stained in 2.5% Lugol’s solution (I2KI) for 37 days. 

The head CT scanned for digital dissection prior to physical dissection. Amira 5.6 was 

used for digital segmentation to reconstruct connective, epithelial, muscle, and nervous 

tissues. Masses of muscle were taken for muscle density comparisons to the previously 

established mammalian muscle density constants. Based on Bland-Altman analyses, 

gross dissection and diceCT do not produce comparable measurements in all 

circumstances. Muscle and epithelial tissue, as well as volumetric measurements are 

significantly different between gross dissection and diceCT. Muscle densities were also 

found to be significantly different than previously established constants, through the use 

of one sample t tests. New, diceCT-calibrated constants are proposed for use with 

specimens that cannot be dissected. Muscle density is not constant, and should not be 

treated as such. This process is still widely beneficial when traditional destructive 

dissection is not possible. It allows for three dimensional views of structures that are not 
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otherwise visible due to size and/or morphology, however, comparisons between gross 

dissection and diceCT should be approached with caution.       

KEY WORDS: Diffusible iodine-based contrast-enhanced computed tomography 
(diceCT), Gross dissection, Three-dimensional imaging, Comparison, Muscle density, 
Callithrix jacchus, Epithelial tissue, Muscle tissue, Volumetric data 
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CHAPTER I 

Literature Review 

Recently, researchers using diffusible iodine-based contrast-enhanced computed 

tomography (“diceCT”) (sensu Gignac et al. 2016) have generated biomechanical models 

for investigating a variety of medical, functional morphological, and phylogenetic 

questions (Metscher, 2009a,b; Cox et al. 2011, 2012; Cox & Jeffery, 2011; Baverstock et 

al. 2013; Cox & Faulkes, 2014; Vickerton et al. 2014; Herdina et al. 2015a; Clarke et al. 

2016). As diceCT is proposed as a dissection alternative (Gignac et al. 2016), it must be 

tested against traditional gross dissection methods to evaluate equivalency in 

measurements generated. Here I will test how the data produced using diceCT compares 

to the data produced by traditional gross dissection, to assess the comparability of the two 

methods. 

History of Computed Tomography 

Computed tomography (CT) is increasingly used in biology and medical sciences, 

with microCT, a higher resolution of computed tomography, first introduced to analyze 

mineralized tissues (Elliot and Dover, 1982). While microCT continues to be a popular 

tool for analyzing mineralized tissues (e.g. Davis & Wong, 1996; Peters et al. 2000; 

Neues et al. 2007; Vasquez et al. 2008), more recently a variation of the method was 

introduced to analyze soft tissue (Metscher, 2009a,b). Since microCT does not 

distinguish soft tissue, a contrast agent is needed to enhance visualization of less 

radiopaque materials (Metscher, 2009a,b; Figure 1). 

Several staining radiopaque compounds are used to enhance the contrast on CT 

scans including gallocyanin-chromalum (Metscher, 2009a,b), iodine in ethanol (e.g. 
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Faulwetter et al. 2013; Staedler et al. 2013; Dougherty et al. 2015), Lugol’s iodine (e.g. 

Metscher, 2009a,b; Cox & Jeffery, 2011; Aslandi et al. 2013; Li et al. 2016; ), osmium 

tetroxide (e.g. Mizutani & Suzuki, 2012; Pauwels et al. 2013), and phosphotungstic acid 

(e.g. Metscher, 2009a,b; Pauwels et al. 2013; Staedler et al. 2013). Iodine central 

methods, such as iodine in ethanol and Lugol’s iodine, are the primary reagents used 

among current researchers (Gignac et al. 2016). Lugol’s iodine, (I2KI) improves 

visualization of muscle fibers, relative to the other main reagent, iodine in ethanol, or I2E 

(Li et al. 2016).  

DiceCT has been used to image organisms across the tree of life. The taxa on 

which this method is most commonly used on are birds (e.g. Metscher, 2009a; Gignac & 

Kley, 2014; Bribiesca-Contreras & Sellers, 2017) and mammals (e.g. Metscher, 2009b; 

Cox et al. 2011, 2012; Kupczik et al. 2015). Reptiles (e.g. Tsai & Holliday, 2011; Gignac 

& Kley, 2014), amphibians (e.g. Metscher, 2009b, Gignac et al. 2016), and insects (e.g. 

Metscher, 2009b; Zimmermann et al. 2011; Sombke et al. 2015) are studied less often. 

DiceCT is also used with ray-finned fish (Metscher, 2009b), lampreys (Metscher, 2009b), 

and invertebrates, including centipedes (Sombke et al. 2015), millipedes (Akkari et al. 

2015) mollusks (Metscher, 2009b), oligochaetes (Fernández et al. 2013), polychaetes 

(Faulwetter et al. 2013), as well as plants (Staedler et al. 2013). 

Tissue 

The staining process can reveal all four types of tissue; connective, epithelial, 

muscular, and nervous (Gignac et al. 2016). Connective tissue is abundant and can be 

found in many forms in the body, including fat tissue, cartilage, bone, and dense tissue 

such as tendons and ligaments (Miller, 1898). Epithelial tissue lines cavities and hollow 
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structures, in addition to forming glands, and constituting the skin, which covers the body 

(Miller, 1898). Muscle tissue is sorted into three categories; the smooth, forming viscera, 

the skeletal, generally attached to bone and fasciae, and cardiac making the heart walls 

(Miller, 1898). Nervous tissue forms the brain, spinal cord, central and peripheral nervous 

systems (Miller, 1898). 

Specimen 

A New World monkey (Platyrrhini), the common marmoset (Callithrix jacchus), 

is the test specimen for this study. The specimen is small enough to be scanned, but also 

large enough to perform traditional gross dissection. Due to the propensity of diceCT 

research revolving around the head, it was selected to study.  The use of the common 

marmoset head also appeals to physical anthropology researchers, as there is a focus on 

the skull and masticatory muscles. 

The common marmoset is native to forests in northeastern Brazil, covering Piauí, 

Alagoas, Pernambuco, Paraíba, Ceará, Rio Grande do Norte, and the southeastern parts of 

Maranhão (Rylands et al. 1993, 2008; Fleagle, 2013). Callithrix jacchus is diurnal, 

spending much of its day foraging for its preferred diet of exudates (i.e. exuded 

substances), using its teeth to bore into trees to consume exudates such as gum and sap, 

while also feeding on insects and fruits (Rylands et al. 1993; Fleagle, 2013; Pinheiro & 

Pontes, 2015). This special feeding mechanism’s relationship to cranial anatomy is a key 

reason a Callithrix jacchus specimen was chosen. 

Assumption of Comparability 

Traditional CT Comparability. Traditional CT produces statistically 

comparable linear measurements for bone (Loubele et al. 2006; Lagravere et al. 2008; 
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Periago et al. 2008; Brown et al. 2009; Moerenhout et al. 2009; Damstra et al. 2010; 

Güngör & Doğan, 2017; Yuen et al, 2017). Volume measurements for bone are also 

considered statistically comparable (Albuquerque et al. 2011; Whyms et al. 2013; Sang et 

al. 2016; Shaheen et al. 2017). However, these findings do not necessarily apply to 

diceCT, because the presence of soft tissue in scans may affect both linear and volumetric 

measurements of bone in CT (Dusseldorp et al. 2017). Those differences in linear and 

volumetric measurements may be more pronounced when using diceCT, because bone 

decreases in contrast when stained in Lugol’s iodine (Metscher, 2009a; Cox & Jeffery, 

2011; Baverstock et al. 2013; Gignac & Kley, 2014).  

Inadequate Comparisons. Comparisons between diceCT and gross dissection do 

not show enough statistical support to be the sole support of the proposition that these 

methods produce insignificantly different measurements. Linear bone measurements in 

diceCT and histology have been reported, including average numbers that were similar, 

though not statistically evaluated (Herdina et al. 2010). However, Herdina et al. (2010) 

had different sample sizes for each dissection method and cannot be considered a direct 

comparison. The different sample sizes are problematic because it shows that there was 

not a one-to-one comparison of measurements, otherwise the sample sizes of both the 

diceCT and gross dissection would be equivalent. Average vessel diameters along the 

long and short axes in mice embryos were found to not be significantly different in 

diceCT and histological sections (Degenhardt et al. 2010), but the sample size was small 

(n=3). In another study, four mice were dissected physically and one digitally 

(Baverstock et al. 2013). No statistics were reported regarding data comparison, but the 

authors report that there seems to be no difference for volumes (Baverstock et al. 2013). 
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A comparison between automated fascicle diceCT calculations, and gross dissection for 

pennation angles, and fascicle lengths has also been performed (Kupczik et al. 2015). 

Pennation angles were found to be significantly different between the gross dissection 

and digital dissection, as were fascicle lengths before a selective correction was applied 

(Kupczik et al. 2015). Automated fascicle measurements then seem to be statistically 

similar, but it is not a direct comparison, as fascicles and pennation angle averages were 

computed and compared (Kupczik et al. 2015). An average cannot be a true one-to-one 

comparison of the measurements. A one-to-one comparison is necessary to ensure that 

the same structures are measured, removing a degree of uncertainty from the statistical 

analysis. 

One-to-One Comparisons. Only three studies performed true one-to-one 

comparisons, measuring the same structures in both diceCT and traditional gross 

dissection (Vickerton et al. 2013; Bribiesca-Contreras & Sellers, 2017; Santana, 2018). A 

dissection was unnecessary in the first study (Vickerton et al. 2013), as all structures were 

analyzed ex vivo. The main goal of the study was to look at the amount of shrinkage seen 

due to different staining strengths of Lugol’s iodine (Vickerton et al. 2013). The results 

come with a strong caveat; they were focused on isolated muscles, and it is suggested that 

there is likely less shrinkage when muscles are in situ (Vickerton et al. 2013). The 

volumes of the muscles, when measured, were not significantly different from the diceCT 

muscle volume measurements (Vickerton et al. 2013). This was established by means of 

a linear regression (Vickerton et al. 2013), but this method is considered an inappropriate 

standard by which to compare two methods (Ludbrook, 1997; Giavarina, 2015), with a 

Bland-Altman analysis preferred (Altman and Bland, 1983). The second study that 
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performed a one-to-one comparison (Bribiesca-Contreras & Sellers, 2017), also used a 

linear regression to determine the comparability of the 3D model measurements to the 

gross dissection measurements. Due to a high correlation, it was concluded that the two 

methods are comparable (Bribiesca-Contreras & Sellers, 2017). Using the data from 

Bribiesca-Contreras & Sellers (2017), a high correlation coefficient (r=0.981; Figure 2) is 

obtained, these methods would not be considered comparable by the general standard for 

Bland-Altman analyses (Critchley & Critchley, 1999; Figure 2). The mean percent 

difference in the two methods was 7.28%, meaning diceCT measurements were larger 

than their counterparts from gross dissection, on average (Figure 2). The 95% confidence 

intervals around the mean run from 113.3% to -98.74%, well outside of the ±30% 

interval set forth by Critchley & Critchley (1999). Bribiesca-Contreras & Sellers (2017) 

de-stained their specimen prior to obtaining the masses of the muscles, which were used 

calculate volume. This could have led to the overestimation in diceCT, as some mass and 

volume may have been lost during de-staining, or due to the estimation of volume from 

mass. Physiological cross-sectional areas produced from diceCT and traditional gross 

dissection were found to be significantly different (Santana, 2018).  The lack of 

comparative studies between gross dissection and diceCT provides potential problems, 

for example, many studies (Herdina et al. 2010; Cox & Jeffery 2011; Cox et al. 2012; 

Stephenson et al. 2012; Wong et al. 2012, 2013; Cox & Faulkes, 2014; Vickerton et al. 

2014; Kupczik et al. 2015, Sombke et al. 2015) compare their quantitative data to the 

literature using potentially inequivalent or incomparable data, which could lead to 

misinformed conclusions. These comparisons are made with both traditional gross 

dissection measurements (e.g. Kupczik et al. 2015) and diceCT measurements (e.g. Cox 
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& Faulkes, 2014 compared to Cox & Jeffery, 2011), making it more difficult to assess the 

validity of conclusions. By combining data from published studies with their own digital 

data, biomechanical models were produced (Vickerton et al. 2014). Other researchers 

provide linear data (Degenhardt et al. 2010; Akkari et al. 2015; Herdina et al. 2015b; 

Kupczik et al. 2015), volumetric data (Wong et al. 2012, 2014; Baverstock et al. 2013; 

Vickerton et al. 2014), or both (Cox & Jeffery, 2011; Stephenson et al. 2012; Holliday et 

al. 2013; Cox & Faulkes, 2014; Sombke et al. 2015; Bribiesca-Contreras & Sellers, 2017) 

explicitly from diceCT measurements, which, if not comparable, may lead other 

researchers to invalid conclusions. Some published 3D pdfs containing data (Düring et al. 

2013; Holliday et al. 2013; Lautenschlager et al. 2013; Cox & Faulkes, 2014; Herdina et 

al. 2015a; Sombke et al. 2015; Clarke et al. 2016), which has not been shown to be 

equivalent. Mixed data methods (i.e. when authors use multiple methods to complement 

one another) could also present issues regarding model building and comparisons using 

diceCT. Mixed data methods assume equivalency, though the two methods have yet to be 

shown as equivalent in the literature. A project interested in bite force analysis generated 

from diceCT methods reported comparable results to maximum force obtained through in 

vivo testing (Cox et al. 2012). However, those measurements came from different 

specimens than those that underwent diceCT, and were based on averages (Cox et al. 

2012). While it is standard and understandable to not kill animals that behavioral data 

was collected from, it is not as ideal as comparing the bite force directly to the animal 

that provided the measure. Another diceCT study performed dissections on the heads of 

an alligator and an emu, but reported no specific data (e.g. volumetric, lengths, widths, 

heights, etc.) from the dissections (Gignac & Kley, 2014). 
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Lack of Physical Dissection 

In many cases of diceCT, no physical dissections were performed to be used for 

direct comparison to diceCT methods (e.g. Degenhardt et al. 2010; Cox et al. 2011, 2012; 

Hautier, et al. 2012; Anderson & Maga, 2015). Some researchers discuss the difficulty of 

measuring exceedingly small objects in dissection as support for using diceCT (e.g. 

Stephenson et al. 2012; Lautenschlager et al. 2013; Herdina et al. 2015b). Without 

physical dissections, diceCT cannot be evaluated for comparison with gross dissection. 

Inappropriate Use of Scale Bars 

Many studies include scale bars on digital models, without explicit comparison 

statistics or any support to their validity (e.g. Metscher, 2009a,b, 2013; Wong et al. 2012, 

2013, 2014; Sombke et al. 2015; Hughes et al. 2016). When physical specimens are 

unable to be obtained it is not uncommon to use specimen images to generate characters 

for phylogenetic analysis (Seymour, 1999; Ramírez et al. 2007). Three dimensional pdfs 

that allow for direct interaction and measurements of specimens have been published, in 

part, with these goals in mind (Düring et al. 2013; Holliday et al. 2013; Lautenschlager et 

al. 2013; Cox & Faulkes, 2014; Herdina et al. 2015a; Sombke et al. 2015; Clarke et al. 

2016). Unfortunately, some do not activate properly to allow interaction (Clarke et al, 

2016), while others have no specified units (Düring et al. 2013; Sombke et al. 2015), or 

are not properly calibrated (Düring et al. 2013; Lautenschlager et al. 2013; Herdina et al. 

2015a), resulting in inflated measurements. One of the models read as over 100 mm for a 

measurement that should have been approximately 1 mm according to the scale bars 

(Düring et al. 2013). Other models’ measurements were over 1 m for both a common 

buzzard skull and a bat baculum (Lautenschlager et al. 2013; Herdina et al. 2015a). These 
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3D pdfs have to be calibrated by the original author, otherwise these errors will happen. 

They can be corrected by redefining the model units, which were not provided in the 3D 

pdfs with calibration errors (Düring et al. 2013; Lautenschlager et al. 2013; Herdina et al. 

2015a). In these cases, there was an error and the 3D pdf needs to be recalibrated, but it 

may not always be evident that a mistake has been made. If the digital model 

measurements prove to be incomparable to gross dissection, the resultant models, which 

are typically based off gross dissection, may be compromised, ultimately affecting the 

conclusions drawn. 

Histology 

Histological methods have been used for direct comparison to diceCT, but only 

qualitatively (Jeffery et al. 2011; Stephenson et al. 2012; Herdina et al. 2015b). Despite 

no reports of measurements or statistical analysis between the datasets, they were deemed 

to be correlated. Light microscopy histological sections were compared to diceCT 

directly for three bat penes, looking particularly at bacula, determining that the methods 

were comparable to histology qualitatively, however, there was no statistical analysis or 

published quantitative dissection data, save for scale bars (Herdina et al. 2015b). 

Histology was performed only on a small sample of tissue that also underwent diceCT, 

but they were compared for the qualitative purpose of determining if diceCT allowed for 

the same delineation of fascicles that histology allows (Jeffrey et al. 2011). Histology has 

also been used to focus on qualitatively comparing the ability of diceCT to visualize the 

cardiac conduction system in rat hearts (Stephenson et al. 2012). Histology has also been 

used as an indirect, qualitative, comparison to diceCT, meaning different specimens from 

those that underwent diceCT were histologically prepared (Degenhardt et al. 2010; 
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Herdina et al. 2010; Tsai & Holliday, 2011; Taraha & Larsson, 2013; Wong et al. 2013; 

Vickerton et al. 2014).  

After reviewing the literature, it has become apparent that a comparative study 

between the traditional gross dissection and digital dissection based on diceCT would 

yield valuable information about the comparability and compatibility of these methods. 

Hypotheses 

Null Hypothesis:  Measurements obtained from gross dissection and diceCT on a 

Callithrix jacchus specimen will not be significantly different. The following sub-

hypotheses will seek to clearly delineate if the null hypothesis is supported for all 

measurements: 

1: Measurements will not be significantly different between gross dissection 

and diceCT for connective tissue. 

2: Measurements in bone will not be significantly different for CT, diceCT 

and gross dissection.  

3: Measurements will not be significantly different between gross dissection 

and diceCT for epithelial tissue. 

4: Measurements will not be significantly different between gross dissection 

and diceCT for nervous tissue. 

5: Measurements will not be significantly different between gross dissection 

and diceCT for muscle tissue. 

6: Linear measurements will not be significantly different between gross 

dissection and diceCT. 
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7: Volumetric measurements will not be significantly different between gross 

dissection and diceCT. 

These hypotheses are being tested as they are the working assumptions that all 

previous researchers in the field have used. 

Significance 

This research will help to determine the compatibility of the diceCT dissection to 

traditional gross dissection by looking at all four tissue types: epithelial, connective, 

muscular, and nervous. Due to the diversity of the data set, this research should be helpful 

to many different sub-disciplines, from those who study sight and want to better visualize 

the internal structures of the eye, to those that study muscle fiber architecture by looking 

at individual fascicles. Via pennation angles and fascicle lengths for biomechanical 

modeling, as well as digital atlases, this method has already begun to take hold, but it 

needs to be supported. Now it will be able to be used with more certainty that the 

measurements returned are comparable to those from gross dissection. DiceCT 

measurements are already being compared with those from gross dissection. This study 

will determine if those comparisons previously done are appropriate, and give future 

works a more solid footing from which to start. 
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Figure 1. Side-by-side comparison of microCT (left) and diceCT (right) slices through 
the head of a Callithrix jacchus.  
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Figure 2. Bland Altman analysis of data from Bribiesca-Contreras & Sellers 2017. Using 
the data provided in Figure S2, a Bland-Altman analysis was produced with the blue line 
representing the mean line of equality (7.28%), calculated as the mean percent difference 
of all data pairs. The red lines are the 95% confidence intervals around the mean line of 
equality (-98.74%, 113.3%). 
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CHAPTER II 

Analog vs digital: A comparative study between diceCT and gross dissection 
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Abstract 

The use of diffusible iodine-based contrast-enhanced computed tomography 

(diceCT) has greatly expanded the use of computed tomography (CT) in recent years, 

revolutionizing the study of in situ soft tissues in three dimensions. This approach 

requires more research to compare measurements from CT and traditional dissection 

methods. To this end, the head of a common marmoset, Callithrix jacchus, was stained in 

2.5% Lugol’s solution for 37 days, with fresh solution supplied after 20 days, and studied 

digitally. Prior to staining, the head was CT scanned. Following staining, the head was 

CT scanned again, then physically dissected. Amira 5.6 was used to digitally segment and 

isolate soft tissue structures, comprising all four major tissue types: connective, epithelial, 

muscle, and nervous. Measurements were recorded to evaluate the difference between the 

digital and traditional dissections using multiple Bland-Altman analyses. Based on the 

analyses, gross dissection and diceCT are not interchangeable for all circumstances. 

Measurements were found to not be statistically similar in the case of connective tissue 

and linear measurements, but all other delineations of measurements were found to be 

significantly different between diceCT and gross dissection. This process is still widely 

beneficial when traditional destructive dissection is not possible. It allows for three 

dimensional views of structures that are not otherwise visible due to size and/or 

morphology, however, comparisons between gross dissection and diceCT should be 

approached with caution.       
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Analog vs digital: A comparative study between diceCT and gross dissection 

Introduction 

Recently, researchers diffusible iodine-based contrast-enhanced computed 

tomography (“diceCT”) (sensu Gignac et al. 2016) have generated biomechanical models 

for investigating a variety of medical, functional morphological, and phylogenetic 

questions (Metscher, 2009a,b; Cox et al. 2011, 2012; Cox & Jeffery, 2011; Baverstock et 

al. 2013; Cox & Faulkes, 2014; Vickerton et al. 2014; Herdina et al. 2015a; Clarke et al. 

2016). As diceCT is proposed as a dissection alternative (Gignac et al. 2016), it must be 

tested against traditional gross dissection methods to evaluate equivalency in 

measurements generated. Here I will test how the data produced using diceCT compares 

to the data produced by traditional gross dissection, to assess the comparability of the two 

methods. 

History of Computed Tomography. Computed tomography (CT) is increasingly 

used in biology and medical sciences, with microCT, a higher resolution of computed 

tomography, first utilized to analyze mineralized tissues (Elliot and Dover, 1982). 

Recently a variation of the method was introduced to analyze soft tissue (Metscher, 

2009a,b). Since microCT does not distinguish soft tissue, a contrast agent is needed to 

enhance visualization of less radiopaque materials (Metscher, 2009a,b). When compared, 

the distinction between diceCT and microCT is apparent (Figure 1).  

Several staining radiopaque compounds are used to enhance the contrast on CT 

scans, with iodine based methods, such as iodine in ethanol (e.g. Metscher, 2009a,b; 

Herdina et al. 2010, 2015a,b; Clarke et al. 2016), and Lugol’s iodine (e.g. Metscher, 

2009a,b; Cox & Jeffery, 2011; Holliday et al. 2013; Gignac et al. 2016; Santana, 2018),  
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being the primary reagents used among current researchers (Gignac et al. 2016). DiceCT 

has been used to visualize organisms across many taxa, such as alligators (Holliday et al. 

2013), bats (Santana, 2018), and centipedes (Sombke et al. 2015), making it a valuable 

tool to many researchers. The staining process can reveal all four types of tissue; 

connective, epithelial, muscular, and nervous (Gignac et al. 2016).  

Assumption of Comparability.  

Traditional CT Comparability. Traditional CT produces statistically comparable 

linear (Loubele et al. 2006; Lagravere et al. 2008; Periago et al. 2008; Brown et al. 2009; 

Moerenhout et al. 2009; Damstra et al. 2010; Güngör & Doğan, 2017; Yuen et al, 2017) 

and volumetric measurements (Albuquerque et al. 2011; Whyms et al. 2013; Sang et al. 

2016; Shaheen et al. 2017) for bone. However, these findings do not necessarily apply to 

diceCT, because the presence of soft tissue in scans may affect both linear and volumetric 

measurements of bone in CT (Dusseldorp et al. 2017). Those differences in linear and 

volumetric measurements may be more pronounced when using diceCT, because bone 

decreases in contrast when stained in Lugol’s iodine (Metscher, 2009a; Cox & Jeffery, 

2011; Baverstock et al. 2013; Gignac & Kley, 2014).     

Inadequate Comparisons. Comparisons between diceCT and gross dissection do 

not show enough statistical support to be the sole support of the proposition that these 

methods are equivalent. Histological methods have been used for direct comparison to 

diceCT and deemed to be correlated, but no measurements or statistical analysis between 

the datasets were reported (Jeffery et al. 2011; Stephenson et al. 2012; Herdina et al. 

2015b). Histology has also been used as an indirect, qualitative, comparison to diceCT, 

meaning different specimens from those that underwent diceCT were histologically 
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prepared (Degenhardt et al. 2010; Herdina et al. 2010; Tsai & Holliday, 2011; Taraha & 

Larsson, 2013; Wong et al. 2013; Vickerton et al. 2014). A one-to-one comparison would 

be the best means for determining equivalency, but so far studies have been limited due 

to sample size, use of averages, and/or lack of statistics (Degenhardt et al. 2010; Herdina 

et al. 2010; Baverstock et al. 2013; Kupczik et al. 2015). An average cannot be a true 

one-to-one comparison of the measurements. A one-to-one comparison is necessary to 

ensure that the same structures are measured, removing a degree of uncertainty from the 

statistical analysis.  

Only three performed true one-to-one comparisons, measuring the same structures 

in both diceCT and traditional gross dissection studies (Vickerton et al. 2013; Bribiesca-

Contreras & Sellers, 2017; Santana, 2018). Traditional gross dissection and diceCT were 

found to produce significantly different physiological cross-sectional areas (Santana, 

2018). Other studies argue that there is not a significant difference between the two 

methods, but this was established by means of a linear regression (Vickerton et al. 2013; 

Bribiesca-Contreras & Sellers, 2017). A linear regression is considered an inappropriate 

standard by which to compare two methods, as regressions are meant to study cause and 

effect, not the differences between two sets of data (Ludbrook, 1997; Giavarina, 2015), 

with a Bland-Altman analysis preferred (Altman and Bland, 1983). 

Impact. The lack of comparative studies between gross dissection and diceCT is 

problematic; for example, many studies (e.g. Herdina et al. 2010; Stephenson et al. 2012; 

Wong et al. 2012, 2013; Vickerton et al. 2014; Sombke et al. 2015) compare quantitative 

data to the literature using potentially inequivalent or incomparable data, which could 

lead to misinformed conclusions if the methods are not comparable. Those comparisons 
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of quantitative data to the literature are made with both traditional gross dissection 

measurements (e.g. Kupczik et al. 2015) and diceCT measurements (e.g. Cox & Faulkes, 

2014 compared to Cox & Jeffery, 2011), making it more difficult to assess the validity of 

conclusions. Linear and volumetric data from traditional gross dissection may not be 

comparable to diceCT, necessitating the testing of diceCT and traditional gross 

dissection. Mixed data methods (i.e. when authors use multiple methods to complement 

one another) assume equivalency, though the two methods have not been shown to be 

equivalent.  

Many studies include scale bars on digital models, without explicit comparison 

statistics or any support to their validity (e.g. Degenhardt et al, 2010; Herdina et al. 2010, 

2015a,b; Hautier et al, 2012; Sombke et al. 2015). When physical specimens cannot be 

obtained it is common to use specimen images to generate characters for phylogenetic 

analysis (e.g. Seymour, 1999; Ramírez et al. 2007). 3D pdfs that allow for direct 

interaction and measurements of specimens have been published, in part, with these goals 

in mind (Düring et al. 2013; Holliday et al. 2013; Lautenschlager et al. 2013; Cox & 

Faulkes, 2014; Herdina et al. 2015a; Sombke et al. 2015; Clarke et al. 2016). 

Unfortunately, some do not activate properly to allow interaction (Clarke et al, 2016), 

some no specified units (Düring et al. 2013; Sombke et al. 2015), and some are not 

properly calibrated (Düring et al. 2013; Lautenschlager et al. 2013; Herdina et al. 2015a), 

resulting in inflated measurements. These 3D pdfs have to be calibrated by the original 

author, otherwise these errors will occur. They can be corrected by redefining the model 

units, which are not typically provided. In those cases, there was an error and the 3D pdf 

needs to be recalibrated, but it may not always be evident that a mistake has been made. 
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If the digital model measurements prove to be incomparable to gross dissection, the 

resultant models, which are typically based off gross dissection, may be compromised, 

ultimately affecting the conclusions drawn.     

Lack of Physical Dissection. In many projects utilizing diceCT, no physical 

dissections were performed to be used for direct comparison to diceCT methods (e.g. 

Tsai & Holliday, 2011; Wong et al. 2012, 2013, 2014; Düring et al. 2013; Anderson & 

Maga, 2015). While the difficulty of measuring exceedingly small objects in dissection as 

support for using diceCT is occasionally discussed (e.g. Cox & Jeffery, 2011; Stephenson 

et al. 2012; Baverstock et al. 2013; Lautenschlager et al. 2013; Herdina et al. 2015b), 

without physical dissections, diceCT cannot be evaluated for comparison with gross 

dissection.   

After reviewing the literature, it becomes apparent that a comparative study 

between the traditional gross dissection and digital dissection based on diceCT would 

yield valuable information about the comparability and compatibility of these methods. I 

hypothesize that measurements obtained from gross dissection and diceCT on a Callithrix 

jacchus specimen will not be significantly different. This hypothesis is being tested as it 

is the working assumption that previous researchers in the field have used. It is 

imperative to test this assertion to ensure that previous works can be reinforced, and 

future work can be performed in confidence.   

Methods 

Staining. A common marmoset, Callithrix jacchus, was chosen due to its size 

allowing for both scanning and dissection, as well as its use in another study. Due to the 

propensity of diceCT research revolving around the head, it was selected to study.  The 
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use of the common marmoset head also appeals to physical anthropology researchers, as 

there is a focus on the skull and masticatory muscles. The common marmoset died in 

captivity, before being frozen. The head was removed from the frozen individual (Figure 

3), so no Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee approval was necessary.  

The head was fixed in 10% formalin prior to staining, and soaked in 2.5% I2KI 

(Lugol’s solution) in multiple stages over several weeks for improved contrast (Jeffrey et 

al. 2011; Li et al. 2015; Kupczik et al. 2015; Gignac et al. 2016). Lugol’s iodine was 

chosen over other staining techniques, because it improves visualization of muscle fibers, 

especially relative to iodine in ethanol (Li et al. 2016), which are important for future 

analyses with this specimen. The concentration selected was chosen with the intent of 

minimizing tissue shrinkage, because shrinkage dramatically increases with higher 

concentrations of Lugol’s solution (Vickerton et al, 2013). The staining solution was 

replaced to keep the specimen in fresh Lugol’s solution after 20 days, and the specimen 

kept in solution until experts at the scanning facility believed it would produce the 

highest quality images for analysis, which totaled 37 days. 

Scanning. Scanning was performed at The University of Texas High-Resolution 

X-ray Computed Tomography Facility (UTCT) on a North Star Imaging (NSI) scanner, 

using the ultra-high-resolution subsystem. An initial scan, prior to iodine staining, at 

150kV, 0.1 mA, and voxel size 45.4 μm (e.g. Gignac et al. 2016) was performed for bone 

comparison sub-hypotheses, as bone shows up best prior to staining procedures 

(Baverstock et al. 2013; Gignac et al. 2016; Li et al. 2016). During staining, test scans 

were performed every two days to ensure that the specimen was not oversaturated 

(Gignac et al. 2016). A final scan, once appropriately saturated, was performed at 150kV, 
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0.14mA, and voxel size 25.6μm (following Gignac et al. 2016; Table 1). Difference in 

voxel size is seen to be insignificant to volumetric reconstructions when voxel size is kept 

at or below 76 μm (Damstra et al. 2010; Maret et al. 2012, 2014; Sang et al. 2016). Both 

scans produced 16-bit TIFF and 8-bit JPEG image files of the slices.    

Segmentation. Both 16-bit and 8-bit datasets were produced, with the 8-bit being 

used based on computational power and the advice from the UTCT operators. Using the 

8-bit JPEG image files, structures were digitally segmented and rendered to be measured. 

These structures were chosen so the study would have a wide sample of tissues and tissue 

types for analysis, as well as the feasibility of removing the structures without damage. 

Segmentation is the selection of pixels from each slice of the scan to be reconstructed 

into a three-dimensional model (Figure 4). Segmentation was performed using Amira 

5.6; specifically, the segmentation editor and the suite of tools available within, including 

the paintbrush, magic wand, and threshold tools. The paintbrush tool allowed for manual 

coloring of pixels to be assigned to a specific material. The magic wand used differences 

in greyscale values to approximate borders between structures, and the threshold tool 

allowed for the selection of only those pixels that fell in the desired range of greyscale 

values. Automatic thresholding and segmenting procedures were not used as they are 

known to cause false-positive and false-negative voxels to be segmented (Wong et al. 

2012; Balanoff et al. 2015). A false-positive voxel would be one that has been segmented 

as a certain material when it is not part of that material, while a false-negative voxel 

would be one that should be segmented as a particular material but has not been 

segmented as that material, if at all.  
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Rendering. Volume Rendering, for viewing segmented structures and obtaining 

images, was performed in Amira 5.6 using the surface generator and isosurface tools 

without any smoothing effects outside of the default programming (Figure 4). 

Measurements were taken using the material statistics function for volumes (Appendix, 

and the 3D length tool for one-dimensional measurements such as lengths, widths, and 

heights. Images of renders were captured using the snapshot tool, in order to create 

figures.   

Gross Dissection. Dissection of structures of interest was performed at the 

University of South Carolina by a researcher, Carissa Leischner, with experience 

dissecting primates to ensure accurate identifications and procedures (Hartstone-Rose et 

al. 2018; Leischner et al. 2018). First, the skin was removed and measured (Figure 5), 

then the most external structures were removed (e.g. parotid gland, superficial masseter, 

deep masseter, etc.) followed by progressively more internal structures (e.g. temporalis, 

medial pterygoid, lateral pterygoid, etc.) until all structures of interest were removed. 

This took place first on the right side of the head, then the left, resulting in the mandible 

being detached from the rest of the skull. Digital calipers were used on the clean skull to 

measure distances (e.g. Damstra et al. 2010; Whyms et al. 2014; Sang et al. 2016). 

Archimedes Method. The Archimedes method was used to measure volumes of 

irregular solids (Table 2), a technique used in previous studies (Whyms et al. 2013; Sang 

et al. 2016; Shaheen et al. 2017). The Archimedes method is based on volume 

displacement, having the irregular solid whose volume is unknown placed into a 

previously measured amount of liquid. The change in volume is equal to the volume of 

the solid dropped in. This was done using graduated cylinders and measuring the water 
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levels before and after the addition of the object, allowing time for any air bubbles to be 

eliminated.      

Specific Muscle Density Method. The specific density of muscle, 1.0564 g/cm3 

(Murphy and Beardsley, 1974), was used to convert gross dissection masses to volumes 

(Table 2), similar to other studies (Baverstock et al. 2013; Cox & Faulkes, 2014).  

Statistical Analysis. Bland-Altman analysis was used to compare the diceCT and 

traditional gross dissection for all linear and volumetric measurements (Altman and 

Bland, 1983; Ludbrook, 1997; Critchley & Critchley, 1999; Giavarina, 2015). The 

analysis was performed for the whole dataset, linear (1D) measurements only, volumetric 

(3D) measurements only, connective tissue only, muscular tissue only, epithelial tissue 

only, and nervous tissue only. Correlations are not solely reliable in method comparisons 

(Altman and Bland, 1983; Figure 6), as they can be easily influenced by a single data 

point (Anscombe, 1973). Therefore, the Altman and Bland method of analyses (1983) 

was performed, calculating the mean bias of the differences between the two 

measurements as a way to analyze precision. Those differences are then plotted against 

the average for each pair, while limits of agreement and 95% confidence intervals around 

the mean bias are also calculated (Altman and Bland, 1983). Bland and Altman plot 

analysis generates a mean line of equality within the lines of agreement (Giavarina, 

2015). Bland and Altman (1983) originally suggested using the true difference, but for 

studies like this one, where there is a large range of measurements, Critchley & Critchley 

(1999) suggest using percent difference instead, because this will eliminate bias due to 

magnitude of the measurements. For the purposes of this study, the percent difference 

allowed by the Bland-Altman analysis was restricted to +/- 30% for the 95% confidence 
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intervals for diceCT to be considered comparable to traditional gross dissection, a 

standard set forth previously (Critchley & Critchley, 1999).      

Results 

The data obtained from the digital and gross dissections was used as one dataset, 

and broken down by subset to address the hypotheses. A Bland-Altman analysis 

performed using all the data shows a significant difference between the two methods 

(Figure 7). Digital measurements from diceCT (n=37; r=0.965) were 10.84% larger than 

those obtained via traditional gross dissection. The lines of agreement were found to be at 

+92.09% and -70.42%, outside of the significance threshold set forth previously 

(Critchley & Critchley, 1999).  

Connective. Measurements for connective tissue (n=13; r=1.000) were 

insignificantly different, with lines of agreement at +17.67% and -21.95% (Figure 8). 

Digital diceCT measurements were found to be 2.14% smaller than traditional gross 

dissection measurements on average. Much of the connective tissue, excluding bone, was 

found to be tough and hard.   

The bone of the specimen was found to be more flexible and pliable during gross 

dissection following staining. The grayscale values of the voxels for the stained and 

unstained mandible changed considerably when comparing the unstained mandible to the 

stained (Table 3). The distribution of the grayscale values also changed (Figure 9). 

Epithelial. Measurements of epithelial tissue (n=5; r=0.723) were on average 

42.90% larger in diceCT than the measurements from gross dissection (Figure 10). This 

placed lines of agreement at +204.35% and -118.55%, indicating a significant difference. 
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The right lens was unable to be found, as the eye lost much of its structural integrity after 

staining.     

Nervous. Gross dissection measurements from nervous tissue were only 

successful for the spinal cord diameter. Since the Bland-Altman analysis requires a 

minimum of two points to use, only a percent difference could be calculated, with diceCT 

yielding a 2.07% longer measurement than gross dissection. The optic nerve was 

observed to be much harder than normal, similar to plastic, and appeared more fibrous. 

The optic nerve was unable to be removed without damage.    

Muscle. Measurements from gross dissection and diceCT for all musculature 

were used in a Bland-Altman analysis (n=18; r=0.979), yielding a mean 9.42% 

difference, and with lines of agreement at +93.63% and -74.80% (Figure 11).   

During the gross dissection, the right temporalis was unable to be separated into 

the deep and superficial portions, so results were obtained for the whole temporalis 

instead. During digital dissection, difficulties arose in identifying the border between 

adjacent muscles, such as the superficial and deep masseters. When this occurred, best 

judgement was used to decide where the border lay. This was a concern on the superior 

half of the deep and superficial temporalis muscles, and the anterior portion of the deep 

and superficial masseter muscles. Difficulty was also posed by the inferior part of the 

zygomatic temporalis, where it came into contact with the zygomatico-mandibularis.   

Mastication muscles were broken down in terms of volume, percent of overall 

volume for each side of the specimen, and when applicable, the percentage that each 

constituent part of a muscle makes up of the larger structure (Table 4).  
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Linear. Bland-Altman analysis for all linear measurements (n=15; r=0.996) taken 

during both the gross dissection and the digital dissection are shown to be within the 

±30% threshold (+24.63%, -19.90%) and are not significantly different, with a 2.37% 

difference (Figure 12).  

Volumetric. Volumetric data was taken from the mandible, as well as several 

glands and muscles (Figure 13). Volumetric measurements (n=22; r=0.957) in gross and 

digital dissection yielded significantly different results, looking at the lines of agreement 

of the Bland-Altman analysis (+119.843%, -86.62%, Figure 14). On average, the two 

methods differed by 16.61%.  

The Archimedes method and the specific muscle density method were each used 

to measure about half of the volumetric data. The Archimedes’ method (n=12; r=0.95) 

yielded diceCT values that were 3.59% larger than gross dissection methods. Lines of 

agreement were found to be at +119.62% and -112.43% (Figure 15).  

The specific muscle density method, using the constant of 1.0564 g/cm3 (Murphy 

and Beardsley, 1974) constitutes the rest of the volumetric data (n=10; r=0.948) and 

yielded diceCT values that were 32.24% larger than gross dissection methods. Lines of 

agreement were found to be at +112.87% and -48.40%. (Figure 16). The data from the 

Archimedes’ method and the specific muscle density method are independent of each 

other.   

Discussion 

Prior to this study, it was not understood how diceCT measurements compared to 

their gross dissection counterparts. DiceCT is already being used for measurements (e.g. 

Cox & Jeffery, 2011; Baverstock et al. 2013; Holliday et al. 2013; Bribiesca-Contreras & 
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Sellers, 2017) and subsequent models (Cox et al. 2012; Vickerton et al. 2014). Data 

collected from connective, epithelial, muscle, and nervous tissue indicates that 

measurements from diceCT and traditional gross dissection are significantly different and 

should not, therefore, be used interchangeably.  

Tissue Type. Analyzing the results by tissue type, both epithelial and muscle 

tissue are significantly different between diceCT and gross dissection. This difference 

between diceCT and gross dissection volume measurements could partly be due to 

muscle shrinkage. It has been demonstrated that ex vivo muscles stained in 2% I2KI 

dissolved in 10% formalin caused an average loss of 26% volume after two weeks 

(Vickerton et al. 2013). While this is a larger difference than the average seen in this 

work, shrinkage is suggested to be less severe in situ, because muscles are still attached 

to support structures (i.e. bones and cartilage) (Vickerton et al. 2013). Buytaert et al. 

(2014) observed 42% volume loss in muscles using a 3% I2KI solution. Nearly half 

(18/37 or 48.6%) of the results of this study are derived from muscle tissue, skewing the 

overall finding strongly towards the gross dissection and diceCT being incompatible.   

Epithelial tissue comparisons were not previously reported, but the significantly 

different results presented here suggest the right parotid gland and right submandibular 

gland were 111% and 133% larger in diceCT than in gross dissection. The glands show 

considerable interstitial space in the diceCT slices, which would increase the volume 

considerably if it were not accounted for in gross dissection. Interstitial spaces would 

allow water from the Archimedes method to fill in glands, negating interstitial space in 

Archimedes method measurements, and yielding much smaller volumes using the 

Archimedes method. There could also be an interaction between the staining mechanism 
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(Lugol’s iodine) and the glands that cause them to swell. This effect may then dissipate 

when glands are placed in water for displacement measurement. This issue needs further 

study to better clarify these results.  

Connective tissue was found to be statistically similar between diceCT and gross 

dissection, but given the other significant differences presented here, comparisons 

involving diceCT and gross dissection measurements should be approached with caution. 

Nervous tissue was degraded by the iodine, possibly due to shrinkage, causing the tissue 

to become brittle and dense.   

Linear and Volumetric. Results were also analyzed by delineating between 

linear and volumetric measurements. Linear results show diceCT to be statistically 

similar to gross dissection. Conversely, volumetric measurements were found to be 

significantly different in diceCT as compared to traditional gross dissection.  

When the volumetric data from this study is further broken down into the two 

methods used for retrieval (i.e. Archimedes method and specific muscle density method), 

both yield significantly different numbers from diceCT. For the Archimedes method, 

only two (right submandibular gland, right parotid gland) out of 12 measurements were 

found to have a difference greater than 50%. Three (left zygomatic temporalis, left deep 

masseter, and left medial pterygoid) out of ten measurements using the specific muscle 

density method were found to be more than 50% different. These differences may be 

attributed to the same issues regarding shrinkage and methodology for epithelial and 

muscle tissue mentioned previously. Issues with differences in volumetric measurements, 

especially using the Archimedes method are likely due to the difficulty with measuring 

small volumes using traditional gross dissection.    
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DiceCT Accuracy. This study cannot and does not suggest one method is more 

accurate than another, but it does show that there is a significant difference between 

volumetric measurements in diceCT and traditional gross dissection. DiceCT has some 

advantages over dissection in that it is non-destructive, can be corrected if errors are 

detected in segmentation, and it allows the ability to view in situ structures in 3D.  

Limitations. A potential source of error for this study comes from the difficulty 

in identifying the boundaries of muscles, especially those that are part of the same larger 

structure (e.g., superficial vs deep masseter; superficial vs deep temporalis). For instance, 

the left masseter as a whole is very similar between the two methods, but the left deep 

masseter and the left superficial masseter are not (Table 4). The deep masseter is about 28 

mm3 larger in diceCT than in traditional dissection, while the superficial masseter is 

about 22 mm3 smaller in diceCT than in traditional dissection. These differences may be 

caused by misidentification of the division between the deep and superficial masseter, 

leading to superficial masseter being misattributed to deep masseter.  

Sample size is a concern moving forward. More samples, particularly for 

volumetric connective tissue, linear and volumetric epithelial tissue, linear muscle tissue, 

and linear and volumetric nervous tissue measurements would improve analysis. More 

measurements were originally planned, but the iodine staining that took place for this 

study damaged nervous and connective tissue. The small size of the specimen, while 

ideal for staining and scanning, provided samples that were difficult to measure using 

traditional gross dissection, suggesting that a larger specimen may be better for this type 

of study. Additionally, using the whole body would provide more opportunity to obtain 

samples of all tissue types, including cardiac muscle tissue. Measurements also need to 
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be performed for volumetric muscle tissue using both Archimedes and specific muscle 

density measurements for the same muscles, an oversight that was made in this study, 

preventing comparison of the two methods. Given the lack of sample size in the 

previously mentioned areas, the findings of this study are most strongly supported for 

linear connective tissue measurements and volumetric muscle measurements.   

Conclusions 

Based on the results, future work needs focus on epithelial and nervous tissue. Both 

tissue types need better comparisons to see if the diceCT and traditional gross dissection 

are compatible for each tissue type. More work also needs to be done to understand if 

there is a difference between the Archimedes method and specific muscle density 

method. Further study will provide a clearer understanding of the relationship between 

the two methods. The reason for the significant difference between diceCT and 

traditional gross dissection needs to be further evaluated to better understand the roles 

diceCT and gross dissection should play in anatomical research. 

It may be concluded that diceCT results are not interchangeable with traditional gross 

dissection, and should not be used as such. This study will serve to prevent the erroneous 

comparing of diceCT and traditional gross dissection data. This will prevent mixed 

models and other comparisons from making flawed conclusions, in turn improving 

models and better answering anatomical questions. 
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Table 1 

Scanning Parameters 

Parameter Unstained Stained 

Date 25 March 2016 13 May 2016 

Scanner NSI NSI 

Source Fein Focus High Power Fein Focus High Power 

Voltage 150 kV 150 kV 

Amperage 0.10 mA 0.14 mA 

Filter None None 

Detector Perkin Elmer Perkin Elmer 

Source to object 192.0 mm 205.0 mm 

Source to detector 1316.774 mm 1316.772 mm 

Beam-hardening correction 0.1 0.1 

Voxel size 45.4 μm 25.6 μm 

Total slices 938 1905 
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Table 2 

Volume measurements by method 

Archimedes Method Specific Muscle Density Method 

Parotid gland (right) Anterior digastric (left) 

Submandibular gland (right) Posterior digastric (left) 

Digastric, including digastric sling (right) Superficial masseter (left) 

Superficial masseter (right) Deep masseter (left) 

Deep masseter (right) Zygomatico-mandibularis (left) 

Zygomatico-mandibularis (right) Superficial temporalis (left) 

Temporalis (right) Deep temporalis (left) 

Sublingual gland (left) Zygomatic temporalis (left) 

Deep medial pterygoid (right) Superficial medial pterygoid (left) 

Superficial medial pterygoid (right) Deep medial pterygoid (left) 

Lateral pterygoid (right) Lateral pterygoid (left) 

Optic disk (right)  

Mandible  
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Table 3 

Mandible volumes and grayscale value data 

 Volume (mm3) Minimum Grayscale 

Values 

Maximum Grayscale 

Values 

Gross 500 - - 

Unstained 503.00 64 255 

DiceCT 408.48 54 187 
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Table 4 

Volumes and percentages of mastication muscles for gross dissection and diceCT 

Muscle Muscle 

volume 

(density) 

(mm3)* 

diceCT 

(mm3)* 

Dissection 

percent 

muscle 

volume (%)* 

diceCT 

percent 

muscle 

volume (%)* 

Muscle 

volume 

(Archimedes) 

(mm3)† 

diceCT 

(mm3) † 

Dissection 

percent 

muscle 

volume (%)† 

diceCT 

percent 

muscle 

volume (%)† 

Digastric 
(total) 

43.544 43.977 4.55 3.82 81.498 50.1918 5.71 3.84 

Anterior 
Digastric 

33.131 29.2988 76.09 66.62 - - - - 

Posterior 
Digastric 

10.413 14.6781 23.91 33.38 - - - - 

Medial 
Pterygoid 

80.462 130.5093 8.41 11.34 118.920 109.7875 8.34 8.39 

Lateral 
Pterygoid 

68.156 75.2435 7.12 6.54 124.742 70.9109 8.75 5.42 

Temporalis 
(total) 

450.587 579.163 47.08 50.31 686.911 761.0719 48.16 58.16 

(continued) 
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Muscle Muscle 

volume 

(density) 

(mm3)* 

diceCT 

(mm3)* 

Dissection 

percent 

muscle 

volume (%)* 

diceCT 

percent 

muscle 

volume (%)* 

Muscle 

volume 

(Archimedes) 

(mm3)† 

diceCT 

(mm3) † 

Dissection 

percent 

muscle 

volume (%)† 

diceCT 

percent 

muscle 

volume (%)† 

Deep 
Temporalis 

251.799 328.3123 55.88 56.69 - - - - 

Superficial 
Temporalis 

156.191 165.2522 34.66 28.53 - - - - 

Zygomatic 
Temporalis 

42.598 85.5985 9.45 14.78 - - - - 

Masseter 
(total) 

218.667 225.176 22.85 19.56 305.201 236.863 21.40 18.10 

Deep 
Masseter 

31.238 59.929 14.29 26.61 80.666 60.2708 26.43 25.45 

Superficial 
Masseter 

187.429 165.2469 85.71 73.39 224.535 176.5918 73.57 74.55 

Zygomatico-
mandibularis 

95.608 97.0579 9.99 8.43 108.941 79.7349 7.64 6.09 

(continued) 
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Muscle Muscle 

volume 

(density) 

(mm3)* 

diceCT 

(mm3)* 

Dissection 

percent 

muscle 

volume (%)* 

diceCT 

percent 

muscle 

volume (%)* 

Muscle 

volume 

(Archimedes) 

(mm3)† 

diceCT 

(mm3) † 

Dissection 

percent 

muscle 

volume (%)† 

diceCT 

percent 

muscle 

volume (%)† 

Total 957.024 1151.127 100 100 1426.213 1308.560 100 100 

Note. *Data taken from left side of specimen; †Data taken from right side of specimen. Percent muscle volumes reflect the 
percentage of overall masticatory muscle volume (Digastric, Lateral Pterygoid, Medial Pterygoid, Temporalis, Masseter, or 
Zygomatico-mandibularis), or the percentage that a part of the muscle makes up, of the whole muscle 
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Figure 3. Common marmoset head used in study. The previously frozen head of a male 
common marmoset, Callithrix jacchus. 
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Figure 4. Example segmentation and rendering. Segmented deep masseter (yellow) and 
superficial masseter (green) (bottom left), then rendered together (bottom right) and 
location in head (top). 
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Figure 5. Partially dissected common marmoset. Study specimen near the beginning of 
the gross dissection, having only had the skin from the right side of its face removed. 
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Figure 6. Example Bland-Altman analyses. The green points represent data points 
plotting the mean of the measures on the x-axis, and the percent difference in those 
measurements along the y-axis. The blue line represents the mean line of equality, 
calculated as the mean percent difference of all data pairs. The red lines are the 95% 
confidence intervals around the mean line of equality. (A) Example of a Bland-Altman 
analysis with perfectly correlated data that would not support the methods being 
comparable. (B) Example of a Bland-Altman analysis with very highly correlated data 
that would support the methods being comparable. 
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Figure 7. Bland Altman analysis of gross dissection (analog) compared to diceCT 
(digital) measurements. The blue line represents the mean line of equality, calculated as 
the mean percent difference of all data pairs. The red lines are the 95% confidence 
intervals around the mean line of equality. Note the logarithmic scale of the x-axis to 
better visualize all data. 
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Figure 8. Bland Altman analysis of connective tissue data. The blue line represents the 
mean line of equality, calculated as the mean percent difference of all data pairs. The red 
lines are the 95% confidence intervals around the mean line of equality. Note the 
logarithmic scale of the x-axis to better visualize all data. 
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Figure 9. Histogram comparison of grayscale values between the stained and unstained 
mandible.  
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Figure 10. Bland Altman analysis of epithelial tissue measurements. The blue line 
represents the mean line of equality, calculated as the mean percent difference of all data 
pairs. The red lines are the 95% confidence intervals around the mean line of equality. 
Note the logarithmic scale of the x-axis to better visualize all data. 
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Figure 11. Bland Altman analysis of muscle tissue measurements. The blue line 
represents the mean line of equality, calculated as the mean percent difference of all data 
pairs. The red lines are the 95% confidence intervals around the mean line of equality. 
Note the logarithmic scale of the x-axis to better visualize all data. 
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Figure 12. Bland Altman analysis of linear measurements. The blue line represents the 
mean line of equality, calculated as the mean percent difference of all data pairs. The red 
lines are the 95% confidence intervals around the mean line of equality. 
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Figure 13. Muscle, gland, and mandible reconstructions. DiceCT based 3D 
reconstructions of the muscles, glands, and bone used to acquire volumetric data, 
showing in situ locations. 
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Figure 14. Bland Altman analysis of volumetric data. The blue line represents the mean 
line of equality, calculated as the mean percent difference of all data pairs. The red lines 
are the 95% confidence intervals around the mean line of equality. Note the logarithmic 
scale of the x-axis to better visualize all data. 
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Figure 15. Bland Altman analysis of volumetric data obtained using Archimedes’ 
method. Blue line representing the mean line of equality, calculated as the mean percent 
difference of all data pairs. The red lines are the 95% confidence intervals around the 
mean line of equality. Note the logarithmic scale of the x-axis to better visualize all data. 
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Figure 16. Bland Altman analysis of volumetric date obtained using the specific muscle 
density method. Blue line representing the mean line of equality, calculated as the mean 
percent difference of all data pairs. The red lines are the 95% confidence intervals around 
the mean line of equality. 
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CHAPTER III 

A recalibration of the specific density of muscle in the era of diceCT 
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This thesis follows the style and format of Journal of Anatomy. 
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Abstract 

The use of diffusible iodine-based contrast-enhanced computed tomography 

(diceCT) has revolutionized the study of in situ soft tissues in three dimensions. 

Differences have been reported in the measurements produced in diceCT and gross 

dissection. The differences reported in these two methods are hypothesized here to be 

due, in part, to the use of muscle density constants. To this end, the head of a common 

marmoset, Callithrix jacchus, was stained in 2.5% Lugol’s solution for 37 days, with 

fresh solution supplied after 20 days, and studied digitally. Prior to dissection, the head 

was CT scanned. Amira 5.6 was used to digitally segment and isolate mastication 

muscles. Muscle density was recorded using masses from traditional dissection and 

volumes from diceCT. Based on one sample t testing and regression analyses, 

mammalian muscle density is more varied and less constant than previously reported and 

used. New constants, recalibrated for diceCT, are proposed with the caveat they only be 

used when dissection cannot be performed. If dissection can be performed, it is advisable 

to do so because muscle density is variable. 

 

Keywords:  Diffusible iodine-based contrast-enhanced computed tomography (diceCT); 

Gross dissection; Three-dimensional imaging; Muscle density; Callithrix jacchus 
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A recalibration of the specific density of muscle in the era of diceCT 

Introduction 

Diffusible iodine-based contrast-enhanced computed tomography (“diceCT”) 

(sensu Gignac et al. 2016) has grown rapidly as a tool for researchers since its first use by 

Metscher (2009a,b). With the advent of diceCT, new biomechanical models using in situ 

data are generated for investigating functional morphology and evolutionary relationships 

(Cox et al. 2011, 2012; Dickinson et al. 2018; Santana, 2018). These studies use 

physiological cross-sectional area (PCSA) in model building. Physiological cross-

sectional area is calculated by dividing the mass of a muscle by the product of its fascicle 

length and a constant muscle density (Perry et al. 2011). The muscle densities used are 

typically 1.0564 g/cm3 (Murphy & Beardsley, 1974) or 1.06 g/cm3 (Mendez & Keys, 

1960). Both are traditionally referred to as mammalian muscle densities, because the 

densities were derived from mammalian specimens (Mendez & Keys, 1960; Murphy & 

Beardsley, 1974). These values are used in calculations of PCSA in primates (Taylor & 

Vinyard, 2004; Eng et al. 2009; Taylor et al. 2009; Perry et al. 2011, 2014; Hartstone-

Rose et al. 2018), felids (Hartstone-Rose et al. 2012), canids (Dickinson et al. 2018) bats 

(Herrel et al. 2008; Santana et al. 2010; Santana, 2018), and rodents (Rupert et al. 2015). 

These muscle densities are used to transform muscle masses into volumes for comparison 

with diceCT produced volumes (Baverstock et al. 2013). The reverse is also true, and 

these muscle densities are used to convert diceCT volumes to muscle mass for 

comparison with published data (Cox & Jeffery, 2011; Cox & Faulkes, 2014). While 

generally used for mammals, Bribiesca-Contreras & Sellers (2017) used the density of 

1.06 g/cm3 (Mendez & Keys, 1960) to convert the masses of bird muscles to volumes for 
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comparison to diceCT volumes. DiceCT can also visualize fascicles, and thus their 

lengths (Jeffery et al. 2011), meaning that all components of PCSA can be calculated 

using diceCT. However, diceCT provides a significantly higher PCSA estimate than 

traditional dissection (Santana, 2018). Muscle volumes computed between diceCT and 

traditional gross dissection have also been found to be significantly different (See 

Chapter II). I hypothesize this difference between diceCT and gross dissection to be due 

to the use of constant muscle density in calculations that is not calibrated for diceCT. 

Methods 

Staining. A frozen male common marmoset (Callithrix jacchus) that died in a zoo 

was chosen for its size which is optimal for both scanning and dissection. A head was 

selected to investigate the masticatory muscles that are commonly used to compute 

PCSA.  The head was fixed in 10% formalin, then submerged in 2.5% I2KI (Lugol’s 

solution) for a total of 37 days. Lugol’s solution was chosen over iodine in ethanol, due to 

the improved visualization of muscle fibers (Li et al. 2016). High concentrations of 

Lugol’s solution can cause dramatic shrinkage in muscle tissue (Vickerton et al. 2013), so 

a low concentration was chosen to help minimize this effect. Lugol’s solution was 

replaced after 20 days, a multiple stage staining method used to improve contrast (Jeffrey 

et al. 2011; Li et al. 2015; Kupczik et al. 2015; Gignac et al. 2016). Experts at the 

scanning facility kept the specimen in Lugol’s solution until it was believed the highest 

quality images for analysis could be obtained. No Institutional Animal Care and Use 

Committee approval was necessary for this experiment, because the common marmoset 

was deceased. The specimen was chosen for its size that allows for both scanning and 

dissection.  
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Scanning. Scanning was performed at The University of Texas High-Resolution 

X-ray Computed Tomography Facility (UTCT) on a North Star Imaging (NSI) scanner, 

using the ultra-high-resolution subsystem. An initial scan, prior to iodine staining, at 

150kV, 0.1 mA, and voxel size 45.4 μm (following Gignac et al. 2016) was performed as 

bone shows up best prior to staining procedures (Baverstock et al. 2013; Gignac et al. 

2016; Li et al. 2016). During staining, test scans were performed every two days to 

ensure that the specimen was not oversaturated (Gignac et al. 2016). A final scan, once 

appropriately saturated, was performed at 150kV, 0.14mA, and voxel size 25.6μm 

(following Gignac et al. 2016; Table 1). Difference in voxel size is seen to be 

insignificant to volumetric reconstructions when voxel size is kept at or below 76 μm 

(Damstra et al. 2010; Maret et al. 2012, 2014; Sang et al. 2016). Both scans produced 16-

bit TIFF and 8-bit JPEG image files of the slices.  

Segmentation. The 8-bit dataset was selected for use based on computational 

power and the advice from the UTCT operators. Using the 8-bit JPEG image files, 

muscles were digitally segmented and rendered to be measured. Segmentation is the 

selection of pixels from each slice of the scan to be reconstructed into a three-

dimensional model (Figure 4). Using the paintbrush and magic wand tools, segmentation 

was completed in the segmentation editor of Amira 5.6. The paintbrush tool allowed for 

manual selection of voxels to be assigned to defined as a specific muscle. The magic 

wand used differences in greyscale values to approximate borders between structures.   

Automatic thresholding and segmenting procedures were not used as they are 

known to cause both false-positive and false-negative voxels (Wong et al. 2012; Balanoff 

et al. 2015). A false-positive voxel would be one that has been segmented as a one 
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muscle when it is not part of that muscle, while a false-negative voxel would be one that 

should be segmented as a particular muscle but has not been segmented as that muscle, if 

at all.  

Rendering. Volume Rendering, for viewing segmented structures and obtaining 

images was done in Amira 5.6 using the surface generator, volren and isosurface tools 

without any smoothing effects outside of the default programming, (Figure 4). 

Measurements were taken using the material statistics function for volumes (Appendix). 

Images of rendered muscles were exported using the snapshot tool, in order to create 

figures.  

Gross Dissection. Dissection of structures of interest was performed at the 

University of South Carolina by Carissa Leischner, a researcher with experience 

dissecting primates, to ensure accurate identifications and procedures (Hartstone-Rose et 

al. 2018; Leischner et al. 2018). Following removal of the skin, the most external muscles 

were removed (e.g. superficial masseter, deep masseter, etc.) followed by progressively 

more internal structures (e.g. temporalis, medial pterygoid, lateral pterygoid, etc.) until all 

muscles of interest were removed. This took place on the left side of the head. Removed 

muscles were massed using a digital scale (Table 5).  

Previously Published Data. Data from studies that collected masses in gross 

dissection and volumes in diceCT (Baverstock et al. 2013; Bribiesca-Contreras & Sellers, 

2017) were included to increase sample size and variety. Values in both papers had to be 

back-calculated from published volumes to masses using the cited density constant 

(Table 5). Baverstock et al. (2013) used 1.0546 g/cm3 (Murphy & Beardsley, 1974), 

while Bribiesca-Contreras & Sellers (2017) used 1.06 g/cm3 (Mendez & Keys, 1960).  
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Statistics. Using the muscle mass from gross dissection and the volume from 

diceCT, a muscle density for each muscle was computed (Table 5). Mean muscle density 

was calculated for the overall dataset, each individual study, and for mammalian muscles 

only (Table 6). Additionally, two large outliers were removed, and means for the affected 

groups were recomputed, because the two data points were greater than two standard 

deviations (SD) away from the mean. A two-tailed one-sample t test was used to test how 

each set of muscle densities compared to the previously established 1.0546 g/cm3 

(Murphy & Beardsley, 1974), and 1.06 g/cm3 (Mendez & Keys, 1960). For the one-

sample t test, each of the previously established values acts as a hypothetical mean, and 

the test evaluates how likely it is that that mean would fit inside of the new dataset. This t 

test was chosen since there was only one mean value to compare to the muscle density 

data collected. A regression analysis was also performed, comparing the muscle mass to 

diceCT volume, the slope of which, will yield the newly calibrated muscle density 

constant.   

Results 

Using the muscles traditionally and digitally dissected from the Callithrix 

jacchus, along with previously published data (Baverstock et al. 2013; Bribiesca-

Contreras & Sellers, 2017), muscle density was calculated (n=44). One sample t tests 

show a significant difference between the muscle density calculated from the Callithrix 

jacchus for this study (Table 6) and both of the previously established muscle densities of 

1.0546 g/cm3 (Murphy & Beardsley, 1974), and 1.06 g/cm3 (Mendez & Keys, 1960). 

There was also a significant difference when looking at all available mammalian muscle 
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data (Baverstock et al. 2013; This study) when compared to previously established values 

(Table 6).  

Data collected from avian specimens from Bribiesca-Contreras & Sellers (2017), 

as well as the overall dataset (data collected from both previously mentioned studies and 

this one) were not found to be statistically similar (Table 6). However, there were two 

muscles that had reported densities of over 2.3 g/cm3 (Table 5), more than twice as dense 

as previously reported muscle densities (Mendez & Keys, 1960; Murphy & Beardsley, 

1974). These two values were more than two standard deviations from the mean, 

drastically impacting the t test results (Table 6). After removing the two outliers that were 

more than two standard deviations from the mean, one sample t tests were recomputed 

for the affected datasets (All data and Bribiesca-Contreras & Sellers, 2017; Table 6). 

While the avian data from Bribiesca-Contreras & Sellers (2017) was still not significantly 

different from the previously established muscle density values, it saw a dramatic 

decrease in the probability that the two datasets were the same (Table 6). The whole 

dataset without outliers was found to be significantly different (p=0.0118) from the 

previously established muscle density of 1.0546 g/cm3 (Murphy & Beardsley, 1974), and 

highly significantly different (p=0.0096) from the 1.06 g/cm3 muscle density (Mendez & 

Keys, 1960). 

Linear regressions of the muscle masses and volumes yielded slopes of 1.0555 

and 0.8644 for the whole dataset and just mammalian muscles, respectively, representing 

the muscle densities based on regression analysis. Muscle volume and muscle mass were 

found to be highly correlated for both the whole dataset (R2=0.9614) and for mammalian 

muscles (R2=0.9136; Figure 17). Over 90% of the variation in muscle mass can be 
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explained by the variation of muscle volume in both sets of data. For muscle density to be 

truly constant, in all animals, or just in mammals, an R2 value of 1 would have been 

expected. Avian data (Bribiesca-Contreras & Sellers, 2017) produced similar results 

(m=1.0551; R2=0.9624) to the whole dataset. 

Discussion 

A constant muscle density is necessary to traditional gross dissection for the 

calculation of PCSA and muscle volumes from muscle masses. The differences in 

traditional gross dissection and diceCT play an unclear role in the reported differences of 

the two methods, though the constant muscle density may one reason. Identifying a 

mammalian muscle constant that is calibrated for use with diceCT may enable 

researchers to interweave diceCT and gross dissection techniques with more confidence 

and clarity.  

In this study, muscle density was measured using masses from gross dissection 

and volumes computed from diceCT, which was found to be significantly different from 

previously published values, supporting other work that has found significant differences 

between diceCT and traditional gross dissection (Santana, 2018; See Chapter II). This 

was especially true for the mammalian muscle samples, which were significantly lower 

than previous publications (Mendez & Keys, 1960; Murphy & Beardsley, 1974). It is 

important to note that Murphy & Beardsley’s study was not focused on finding the 

density of mammalian muscle. Murphy & Beardsley were researching mechanical 

properties of soleus muscles in cats, and needed a density for PCSA calculations (Murphy 

& Beardsley, 1974). The value of 1.0564 g/cm3 that is often cited from Murphy & 

Beardsley (1974) was based off a small sample size (n=6) of a single muscle in a single 
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species, meaning their data should probably not be applied to all muscles, or even to all 

mammalian muscles. They never suggested that it should be applied to all mammals, but 

it has been used in that manner since (e.g. Taylor & Vinyard, 2004; Baverstock et al. 

2013). While the mammalian muscle tests presented here admittedly only come from two 

species, they do come from a wider collection of muscles and a larger sample size. Based 

on the regression analysis, a value of 0.8685 g/cm3 should be used for mammalian muscle 

density, and 1.0551 g/cm3 for avian muscle density when converting from diceCT. To 

confirm this Bland-Altman analyses (Altman & Bland, 1983) were performed both using 

both the previously established values and the newly suggested values. These tests show 

that the mean percent difference was reduced following the use of recalibrated muscle 

constants for the whole dataset, avian muscles, and especially mammalian muscles (Table 

7). This decrease shows that recalibration of the muscle density constant for diceCT helps 

to bridge some of the current gap between gross dissection and diceCT measurements. 

While this study does present a muscle density constant, it is advised that it only 

be used when absolutely necessary. For example, when working on a museum specimen 

that cannot undergo destructive testing, or if working with incredibly small muscles that 

cannot be dissected with precision. That constant muscle density effectively transforms 

the mass in the equation into a volume, allowing the formula to be simplified to muscle 

volume divided by fascicle length (Cox et al. 2011, 2012; Dickinson et al. 2018). DiceCT 

allows researchers to obtain that volume and fascicle length without dissection, though 

those numbers will be significantly different that the traditional means (Santana, 2018; 

See Chapter II). The idea of a constant muscle density is misleading. As presented here 

(Table 5), muscle density varies greatly, from as small as 0.2995 g/cm3 to almost ten 
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times as dense as 2.7200 g/cm3. This wide range makes sense given that muscle 

pennation allows more muscle fiber to be packed into the same area, leading to higher 

density muscles, as well as lower density ones (Gans, 1982; Otten, 1988). It is instead 

suggested that, like Murphy & Beardsley (1974), Baverstock et al. (2013), Bribiesca-

Contreras & Sellers (2017) and this study, researchers ideally still perform dissections to 

obtain muscle masses when needed, because those values are not reliant on a muscle 

density constant. This idea echoes those of other recent researchers using diceCT (Gignac 

et al. 2016; Bribiesca-Contreras & Sellers, 2017; Santana, 2018). 

Iodine staining has been reported to cause shrinkage in muscles (Vickerton et al. 

2013). It has also been surmised to possibly increase measured muscle massed due to the 

intake of the relatively heavy iodine (Santana, 2018). Neither seemed to have much of an 

effect on this study. For shrinkage to have played a significant role, smaller volumes 

would have been obtained from diceCT, leading to a larger muscle density since the 

denominator in the equation would be getting smaller. Since the muscle densities 

obtained were smaller than previous estimates, this seems to have not occurred to a 

significant degree. The presence of bound iodine to the muscle tissue would also have led 

to larger densities due to the larger mass in the numerator of the equation. Again, this 

seems to have not been a concern in this study given the significantly lower muscle 

densities (Table 6). 

This study suffers from a lack of species richness and clade richness, consisting of 

just three species, across two classes. Sample size for mammalian data is less than ideal, 

but still an improvement on some previous studies. Ideally, as more specimens are 

analyzed using both diceCT, and gross dissection, this dataset can expand and better 
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address the concerns of sample size, species richness, and clade richness. Future research 

that expands this work could be of interest in evolutionary research, to see if there is a 

significant difference in muscle density among mammals. The change in muscle densities 

between diceCT and gross dissections could be an issue in other clades as well, just as it 

seems to be in mammals, warranting further investigation. The difference in muscle 

density based on the specific muscle needs to be investigated as well, as differences 

between the muscles of the same species are seen. For example, in both Mus musculus 

and Callithrix jacchus, superficial masseters were denser than the deep masseter. This is 

supported by previous diceCT work showing differential iodine staining across one 

muscle, meaning the muscle is not uniform throughout (Gignac & Kley, 2014). Future 

studies need to better delineate the differences in muscle density in gross dissection, 

diceCT and between the two, as muscle density seems to be misused as a constant. 

Conclusions 

Traditional mammalian muscle density constants of 1.0546 g/cm3 and 1.06 g/cm3 

should not be used in conjunction with diceCT. Instead, for use with diceCT, 0.8685 

g/cm3 should be used if a conversion is absolutely necessary, as with museum samples. 

Otherwise, it is advised that diceCT researchers use the volumes obtained from diceCT to 

build and evaluate biomechanical models, such as PCSA in bite force analyses. 
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Table 5 

Muscles analyzed, including masses, volumes, and densities 

Muscle Species Study Mass (g) diceCT 

Volume 

(mm3) 

Muscle 

Density 

(g/cm3) 

Anterior 
Digastric 

Callithrix 

jacchus 

This study 0.035 29.30 1.1945 

Posterior 
Digastric 

Callithrix 

jacchus 

This study 0.011 14.68 0.7493 

Superficial 
Masseter 

Callithrix 

jacchus 

This study 0.198 165.25 1.1982 

Deep 
Masseter 

Callithrix 

jacchus 

This study 0.033 59.93 0.5506 

Zygomatico-
mandibularis 

Callithrix 

jacchus 

This study 0.101 97.06 1.0406 

Superficial 
Temporalis 

Callithrix 

jacchus 

This study 0.165 165.25 0.9985 

Deep 
Temporalis 

Callithrix 

jacchus 

This study 0.266 328.31 0.8102 

(continued) 
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Muscle Species Study Mass (g) diceCT 

Volume 

(mm3) 

Muscle 

Density 

(g/cm3) 

Zygomatic 
Temporalis 

Callithrix 

jacchus 

This study 0.045 85.60 0.5257 

Medial 
Pterygoid 

Callithrix 

jacchus 

This study 0.085 130.51 0.6513 

Lateral 
Pterygoid 

Callithrix 

jacchus 

This study 0.072 75.24 0.9569 

Superficial 
masseter 

Mus 

musculus 

Baverstock et 

al. 2013 

0.068 58.5 1.1557 

Deep 
masseter 

Mus 

musculus 

Baverstock et 

al. 2013 

0.106 101.89 1.0368 

Zygomatico
mandibularis 

Mus 

musculus 

Baverstock et 

al. 2013 

0.026 26.92 0.9811 

Temporalis Mus 

musculus 

Baverstock et 

al. 2013 

0.063 68.63 0.9236 

(continued) 
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Muscle Species Study Mass (g) diceCT 

Volume 

(mm3) 

Muscle 

Density 

(g/cm3) 

External 
pterygoid 

Mus 

musculus 

Baverstock et 

al. 2013 

0.011 14.49 0.7291 

Internal 
pterygoid 

Mus 

musculus 

Baverstock et 

al. 2013 

0.034 35.38 0.9555 

abductor 
alulae 

Accipiter 

nisus 

Bribiesca-

Contreras & 

Sellers, 2017 

0.011 19 0.5958 

abductor 
digiti majoris 
(ABDM 
closest) 

Accipiter 

nisus 

Bribiesca-

Contreras & 

Sellers, 2017 

0.040 23 1.7227 

adductor 
alulae 

Accipiter 

nisus 

Bribiesca-

Contreras & 

Sellers, 2017 

0.013 21 0.6289 

(continued) 
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Muscle Species Study Mass (g) diceCT 

Volume 

(mm3) 

Muscle 

Density 

(g/cm3) 

biceps 
brachii 

Accipiter 

nisus 

Bribiesca-

Contreras & 

Sellers, 2017 

0.900 754 1.1936 

brachialis Accipiter 

nisus 

Bribiesca-

Contreras & 

Sellers, 2017 

0.032 47 0.6825 

deltoides 
major 

Accipiter 

nisus 

Bribiesca-

Contreras & 

Sellers, 2017 

1.009 947 1.0659 

ectepicondylo 
ulnaris 

Accipiter 

nisus 

Bribiesca-

Contreras & 

Sellers, 2017 

0.114 139 0.8212 

extensor 
brevis alulae 

Accipiter 

nisus 

Bribiesca-

Contreras & 

Sellers, 2017 

0.007 6 1.1006 

(continued) 
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Muscle Species Study Mass (g) diceCT 

Volume 

(mm3) 

Muscle 

Density 

(g/cm3) 

extensor 
carpi ulnaris 

Accipiter 

nisus 

Bribiesca-

Contreras & 

Sellers, 2017 

0.373 137 2.7200 

extensor 
digitorum 
communis 

Accipiter 

nisus 

Bribiesca-

Contreras & 

Sellers, 2017 

0.162 154 1.0537 

extensor 
longus alulae 

Accipiter 

nisus 

Bribiesca-

Contreras & 

Sellers, 2017 

0.092 96 0.9532 

extensor 
longus digiti 
majoris 

Accipiter 

nisus 

Bribiesca-

Contreras & 

Sellers, 2017 

0.072 39 1.8384 

flexor alulae Accipiter 

nisus 

Bribiesca-

Contreras & 

Sellers, 2017 

0.008 18 0.4717 

(continued) 
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Muscle Species Study Mass (g) diceCT 

Volume 

(mm3) 

Muscle 

Density 

(g/cm3) 

flexor carpi 
ulnaris 

Accipiter 

nisus 

Bribiesca-

Contreras & 

Sellers, 2017 

0.567 578 0.9809 

flexor digiti 
minoris 
(FDMI) 

Accipiter 

nisus 

Bribiesca-

Contreras & 

Sellers, 2017 

0.051 22 2.3156 

flexor 
digitorum 
profundus 

Accipiter 

nisus 

Bribiesca-

Contreras & 

Sellers, 2017 

0.082 107 0.7671 

flexor 
digitorum 
superficialis 

Accipiter 

nisus 

Bribiesca-

Contreras & 

Sellers, 2017 

0.076 74 1.0326 

humerotricep
s 

Accipiter 

nisus 

Bribiesca-

Contreras & 

Sellers, 2017 

0.813 839 0.9693 

(continued) 
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Muscle Species Study Mass (g) diceCT 

Volume 

(mm3) 

Muscle 

Density 

(g/cm3) 

interosseus 
dorsalis 
(ISD) 

Accipiter 

nisus 

Bribiesca-

Contreras & 

Sellers, 2017 

0.028 42 0.6739 

interosseus 
ventralis 
(ISV) 

Accipiter 

nisus 

Bribiesca-

Contreras & 

Sellers, 2017 

0.028 24 1.1792 

Not clear 
(ECR) 

Accipiter 

nisus 

Bribiesca-

Contreras & 

Sellers, 2017 

0.486 461 1.0539 

pronator 
profundus 

Accipiter 

nisus 

Bribiesca-

Contreras & 

Sellers, 2017 

0.275 319 0.8635 

pronator 
superficialis 

Accipiter 

nisus 

Bribiesca-

Contreras & 

Sellers, 2017 

0.107 125 0.8528 

(continued) 
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Muscle Species Study Mass (g) diceCT 

Volume 

(mm3) 

Muscle 

Density 

(g/cm3) 

scapulotricep
s 

Accipiter 

nisus 

Bribiesca-

Contreras & 

Sellers, 2017 

0.297 274 1.0846 

supinator Accipiter 

nisus 

Bribiesca-

Contreras & 

Sellers, 2017 

0.019 63 0.2995 

tensor 
propatagialis 
pars longa 
(TPLA) 

Accipiter 

nisus 

Bribiesca-

Contreras & 

Sellers, 2017 

0.370 311 1.1891 

ulnometacar
palis dorsalis 
(UMD) 

Accipiter 

nisus 

Bribiesca-

Contreras & 

Sellers, 2017 

0.102 102 0.9989 

ulnometacar
palis 
ventralis 
(UMV) 

Accipiter 

nisus 

Bribiesca-

Contreras & 

Sellers, 2017 

0.059 67 0.8871 

Note. Some muscles from Bribiesca-Contreras & Sellers (2017) did not match up 
correctly in terms of abbreviations found within the paper. As such, the closet 
abbreviation was used, and that muscle was recorded in the table. All quantitative data 
is still properly correlated, only the name of the muscle may be misidentified.  
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Table 6 

Muscle density one sample t test results 

 

Mean 

Density 

(g/cm3) 

SD N* t * df* SEM* p* t † df† SEM† p† 

All data 1.0103 0.439 44 0.6966 43 0.066 0.4898 0.7510 43 0.066 0.4568 

This 
study 

0.8676 0.248 10 2.4074 9 0.078 0.0394 2.4533 9 0.078 0.0366 

Baversto
ck et al. 
2013 

0.9636 0.141 6 1.5809 5 0.058 0.1747 1.6747 5 0.058 0.1548 

Bribiesca
-
Contreras 
& 
Sellers, 
2017 

1.0713 0.521 28 0.1696 27 0.098 0.8666 0.1148 27 0.098 0.9095 

Mammal
ian data  

0.9036 0.214 16 2.8561 15 0.054 0.0120 2.9234 15 0.054 0.0105 

(continued) 
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Mean 

Density 

(g/cm3) 

SD N* t * df* SEM* p* t † df† SEM† p† 

Without 
outliers  

0.9385 0.290 42 2.6348 41 0.045 0.0118 2.7152 41 0.045 0.0096 

Bribiesca
-
Contreras 
& 
Sellers, 
2017 
without 
outliers 

0.9600 0.331 26 1.485 25 0.065 0.1500 1.5405 25 0.065 0.1360 

Note. SD=standard deviation; n=sample size; df= degrees of freedom; SEM=standard error of the mean; p=probability; *tested 
against 1.0564 g/cm3 (Murphy & Beardsley, 1974); †tested against 1.06 g/cm3 (Mendez & Keys, 1960). Significant results are 
bolded. Mammalian data=This Study + Baverstock et al. 2013. 
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Table 7 

Bland Altman analyses results 

 All (n=44) Mammalian (n=16) Avian (n=28) 

Old mean % 
difference 

21.96 24.89 20.55 

New mean % 
difference 

13.85 1.85 19.99 

Change in mean % 
difference 

-8.11 -23.04 -0.56 

Old lower limit 95 
%CI 

-80.84 -44.00 -98.58 

Old upper limit 95 
%CI 

124.76 93.79 139.68 

Old range 95 %CI 205.6 137.792 238.26 

New lower limit 95 
%CI 

-87.06 -54.34 -98.59 

New upper limit 95 
%CI 

114.75 58.03 138.59 

New range 95 %CI 201.81 112.37 237.18 

Range Change -3.79 -25.422 -1.08 

Note. 95%CI=95% confidence intervals; Mammalian=This study + Baverstock et al. 
(2013); Avian=Bribiesca-Contreras & Sellers (2017). Bolded results represent 
changes based on newly calibrated constants. 
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Figure 17. Regression analysis of muscle density data. Data produced by this study is 
represented by green dots (n=10). Data from Baverstock et al. 2013 is represented by blue 
squares. Data from Bribiesca-Contreras & Sellers, 2017 is represented by black 
diamonds, with red triangles overlaying the two outliers discussed in the results. The 
regression line for all of the data is gray and dashed (y=1.0555x – 0.0035; R2=0.9614), 
while the regression line for just mammalian muscles is represented as a cyan dotted line 
(y=0.8644x + 0.0037; R2=0.9136). 
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CHAPTER IV 

Conclusions 

The research presented here sough to test the null hypothesis that diceCT and 

gross dissection do not produce significantly different measurements. This hypothesis 

was tested both as a whole and broken into seven subhypotheses. Based on the results of 

a Bland-Altman analysis using all measurements gathered from diceCT and gross 

dissection, diceCT and gross dissection measurements are significantly different. This 

does not support the null hypothesis, though some subhypotheses’ results still do support 

the original null hypothesis. Other subhypotheses also refute the original null hypothesis, 

while could not be tested enough here to make a conclusion. 

The hypothesis regarding connective tissue was one that supported the null 

hypothesis, as there was no significant different between gross dissection and diceCT 

measurements in connective tissue. The hypothesis regarding bone measurements was 

also supported, though the mandible volume from diceCT was about 20% smaller than 

those from gross dissection and CT.  Linear measurements were also not significantly 

different between gross dissection and diceCT, supporting the null hypothesis. 

Volumetric measurements, muscle measurements, and epithelial measurements 

were all found to be significantly different between diceCT and gross dissection.  

Epithelial tissue results were the most different in terms of 95% confidence interval 

range.  Muscle tissues were also significantly different, which was further hypothesized 

to be due to the use of a constant for mammalian muscle density.  This hypothesis was 

supported as the muscle densities obtained from the Callithrix jacchus specimen were 

significantly different from the previously establish values.  New constants were 
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proposed, but suggested to only be used for museum specimens and others that cannot be 

dissected.  Otherwise, muscle density should not be treated as constant, meaning a 

dissection that gathers mass data should be used in conjunction with diceCT volume 

information to inform density calculations.  Since almost all of the volumetric dataset was 

comprised of muscle or epithelial volumes, it stands to reason that volumetric 

measurements were also found to be significantly different. 

The hypothesis regarding nervous tissue was unable to be fully explored, as the 

iodine staining technique seems to have altered the structural integrity tissue making it 

brittle, leading to difficulties in gross dissection.  Similar issues were found with 

connective tissue being affected due to staining.   

Further research regarding the differences between diceCT and gross dissection 

need to seek to better understand why epithelial and muscle tissue volumes were so 

different, as the muscle density constant does not explain issues with non-muscles, or 

those obtained using Archimedes’ method.  Mammalian muscle tissue density, as well as 

other taxa, and therefore its effect on diceCT and gross dissections needs to be further 

analyzed across more species and more taxa.  This may also lend itself to phylogenetic 

studies involving muscles.  Nervous tissue also needs to be further observed, as this study 

was unable to determine if there is a significant difference between gross dissection and 

diceCT.   
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Material Statistics from Amira 5.6 

Material Count 

(voxels) 

Volume 

(mm3) 

CenterX CenterY CenterZ Mean 

GV 

Deviatio

n 

Variance Min GV Max GV Cumulati

veSum 

Exterior 3,780,45

6,192 

63425.53

13 

19.8784 19.4443 24.0272 40.8750 23.0077 529.3524 0 255 154,526,

203,904.

00 

Superfici
al 
Masseter 
(Right) 

10,525,6

93 

176.5918 9.6698 29.9481 25.5544 86.3457 12.9820 168.5315 47 139 908,848,

320.00 

Deep 
Masseter 
(Right) 

3,592,41

8 

60.2708 9.4737 28.1952 24.0928 84.3967 11.1040 123.2987 48 130 303,188,

128.00 

(continued) 
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Material Count 

(voxels) 

Volume 

(mm3) 

CenterX CenterY CenterZ Mean 

GV 

Deviatio

n 

Variance Min GV Max GV Cumulati

veSum 

Zygomat
ico-
mandibul
aris 
(Right) 

4,752,57

1 

79.7349 8.7379 25.3521 24.3248 78.5424 11.4134 130.2657 45 120 373,278,

272.00 

Deep 
Medial 
Pterygoid 
(Right) 

4,052,21

9 

67.9850 12.6120 28.7528 26.8182 82.8608 11.4089 130.1639 45 122 335,770,

048.00 

Superfici
al Medial 
Pterygoid 
(Right) 

2,491,62

3 

41.8025 12.0755 26.8112 26.7842 80.1559 12.0084 144.2008 42 119 199,718,

320.00 

Lateral 
Pterygoid 
(Right) 

4,226,61

8 

70.9109 12.2761 22.9013 24.9252 80.1925 12.0990 146.3867 42 114 338,943,

232.00 

(continued) 
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Material Count 

(voxels) 

Volume 

(mm3) 

CenterX CenterY CenterZ Mean 

GV 

Deviatio

n 

Variance Min GV Max GV Cumulati

veSum 

Tempora
lis 
(Right) 

45,363,4

20 

761.0719 7.8399 14.9591 24.1277 76.9459 12.0973 146.3440 43 255 3,490,52

6,976.00 

Posterior 
Digastric 
(Left) 

874,884 14.6781 26.8096 23.0269 36.0357 78.6371 12.0677 145.6293 37 115 68,798,2

96.00 

Medial 
Pterygoid 
(Left) 

7,778,96

2 

130.5093 25.9452 28.2862 26.0453 77.2014 13.2224 174.8327 40 120 600,546,

560.00 

Parotid 
Gland 
(Right) 

12,019,5

70 

201.6549 7.3821 25.7236 31.5701 73.9516 8.2404 67.9048 42 116 888,866,

688.00 

(continued) 
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Material Count 

(voxels) 

Volume 

(mm3) 

CenterX CenterY CenterZ Mean 

GV 

Deviatio

n 

Variance Min GV Max GV Cumulati

veSum 

Submand
ibular 
Gland 
(Right) 

8,448,00

1 

141.7339 12.6453 32.6662 35.4543 79.4965 6.6320 43.9829 48 116 671,586,

368.00 

Whisker 
(Right) 

12,336 0.2070 7.2550 24.0723 5.5173 59.0751 33.4012 1115.643

1 

20 183 728,750.

00 

Digastric 
(Right) 

2,991,66

6 

50.1918 14.5982 30.1588 26.4556 81.8930 14.5180 210.7729 39 127 244,996,

448.00 

Lens 
(Left) 

857,100 14.3798 23.2632 17.9533 12.6642 71.4262 7.0512 49.7188 48 96 61,219,3

68.00 

(continued) 
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Material Count 

(voxels) 

Volume 

(mm3) 

CenterX CenterY CenterZ Mean 

GV 

Deviatio

n 

Variance Min GV Max GV Cumulati

veSum 

Deep 
Tempora
lis (Left) 

19,568,9

40 

328.3123 29.0766 14.0531 24.7379 82.8967 12.5192 156.7296 32 134 1,622,20

0,576.00 

Zygomat
ico-
mandibul
aris 
(Left) 

5,785,10

0 

97.0579 29.0490 25.2347 22.8201 80.0422 12.6257 159.4090 44 126 463,051,

936.00 

Deep 
Masseter 
(Left) 

3,572,04

7 

59.9290 28.6283 27.9096 22.8767 85.3360 11.8867 141.2929 45 128 304,824,

256.00 

Superfici
al 
Masseter 
(Left) 

9,849,48

1 

165.2469 28.1194 30.2610 24.7922 86.5708 13.3279 177.6330 44 134 852,677,

952.00 

(continued) 
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Material Count 

(voxels) 

Volume 

(mm3) 

CenterX CenterY CenterZ Mean 

GV 

Deviatio

n 

Variance Min GV Max GV Cumulati

veSum 

Superfici
al 
Tempora
lis (Left) 

9,849,80

1 

165.2522 30.2495 14.1500 22.0590 84.3411 11.5955 134.4565 44 254 830,743,

040.00 

Zygomat
ic 
Tempora
lis (Left) 

5,102,07

0 

85.5985 30.8915 22.0302 22.6646 76.4912 13.3144 177.2719 42 123 390,263,

712.00 

Lateral 
Pterygoid 
(Left) 

4,484,86

4 

75.2435 25.7624 22.9196 24.5118 78.0309 12.8172 164.2814 41 117 349,957,

792.00 

Anterior 
Digastric 
(Left) 

1,746,34

6 

29.2988 21.8798 33.7710 20.2230 84.4946 13.5695 184.1303 44 127 147,556,

720.00 

(continued) 
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Material Count 

(voxels) 

Volume 

(mm3) 

CenterX CenterY CenterZ Mean 

GV 

Deviatio

n 

Variance Min GV Max GV Cumulati

veSum 

Lens 
(Right) 

836,834 14.0397 10.1890 18.1146 13.1972 71.9118 5.9377 35.2560 45 93 60,178,2

16.00 

Sublingu
al Gland 
(Left) 

1,293,93

8 

21.7087 22.7925 32.7635 28.3423 67.5470 5.1808 26.8409 47 98 87,401,6

80.00 

Mandible 24,347,1

04 

408.4766 18.8736 30.7307 16.9854 79.5130 11.9534 142.8834 54 187 1,935,91

1,808.00 

Note. GV=Grayscale values; Center represents the coordinates of the centroid of the segmented material. 
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